This project adheres perfectly to the spirit of the times. In the early 1980s, Ouverture foreshadowed a domestic aesthetic that looked beyond lifestyle boundaries, becoming the prime mover behind a revolution in taste.

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**

**Structure.** Metal grey aluminium lacquered steel frame resting on a steel beam, also in the same finishing. Support for the seat is provided by an elastic suspension system.

**Seat, backrest and armrests cushions padding.** Goose down with a stabilising polyurethane foam insert.

**Upholstery.** In Pelle Frau® leather or fabric:
- ColorSphere® (SC)
- Heritage
- Nest
- Soul
- Century
- Fabric A
- Fabric B
- C.O.M.

To verify the available fabrics please consult the dedicated table “Combination models-fabrics pattern”.

The rear of the backrest is always upholstered in Pelle Frau® SC leather, even in the fabric version.

**C.O.M. (Fabric/Mt. plain - Fabric/Mt. repeat)**
- 2 seater sofa: 8.40 - 9.40mt
- Large 2 seater sofa: 8.60mt - 9.60mt
- 3 seater sofa: 11.90mt - 13.20mt

**Removability.** Only for the fabric version.